Job ID: ISF069DOC120
The Acoustics Research Institute (ARI) of the Austrian Academy of Sciences (OeAW), Austria’s leading nonuniversity research facility, is offering a

PHD STUDENT POSITION (F*M) in Phonetics
(part-time / 30h per week)

ARI is an interdisciplinary research institution of Austria’s leading non-university research facility. It undertakes
top-level research in psychoacoustics and experimental audiology, phonetics, musicology and bioacoustics,
physical and computational acoustics, and mathematics and signal processing. The close interaction of the working
groups allows innovative research approaches through the synergistic effects of multidisciplinary research. ARI
employs ~40 academic, technical and administrative staff. The position is assigned to the Acoustic Phonetics Group.
The successful candidate will work on a topic at the interface of phonetics and psycholinguistics within the research
areas of the group leader Eva Reinisch. Possible topics include the integration of different types of acoustic
information during speech perception, or the adaptation to different acoustic environments in speech perception
and production over different time-scales.
Your tasks:


experiments and data analysis



preparing journal publications



international conference presentations

Your profile:


Master's degree or diploma with excellent scores in Phonetics, Psycholinguistics, Linguistics, or Psychology



good knowledge of Phonetics (acoustics, perception)



experience in experimental work



good knowledge of written and oral English



at least a basic knowledge of German is desirable



flexibility, ability to learn fast and the ability to work independently as well as in a scientific team

We offer a part-time position for 3 years. The desired starting date is November 1, 2020 or as soon as possible
thereafter. The annual gross salary is € 30.878,40 (before taxes) according to the salary scheme of the Austrian
Academy of Sciences.
Candidates should send a CV, copies of relevant certificates, names and full contact details of two referees, and a
brief statement describing motivations, personal qualifications, and research interests by e-mail to Eva Reinisch
eva.reinisch@oeaw.ac.at (mentioning Job ID: ISF069DOC120) no later than September 15, 2020.
If you have any questions on the position please get in touch in advance of the deadline.
The Austrian Academy of Sciences (OeAW) pursues a non-discriminatory employment policy and values equal opportunities, as
well as diversity. The OeAW lays special emphasis on increasing the number of women in senior and in academic positions. Given
equal qualifications, preference will be given to female applicants.

